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Introduction 
Fiji Airways is introducing a customized product for our economy class customers. Fly Your Way will offer guests the 

option to customise how they travel based on their needs, with four categories offering a range of options.  

It is now possible to display the attributes and conditions of our rate fare family structure directly on the GDS. In this 

Branded Fares Guide for Travel Agents, you will find the information needed to carry out the process of quoting and 

booking through the different Global Distribution Systems. 

Branded Fares 
Branded fares will offer customers the option to customise how they travel based on their needs with four categories 
offering a range of options. The four fare categories are Lite, Value, Comfort, and Plus, which include increasing 
flexibility and offerings as detailed below:  

 

1* - 2 pieces at 30kg per piece for All destinations (except to/from/via Los Angeles, San Francisco, Vancouver)            
2* - 3 pieces at 30kg per piece for Travel to/from/via Los Angeles, San Francisco, Vancouver            
3* - Meals or snacks only offered on International flights only. 
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Purchase Flow 
Entries you can use to quote Branded Fares for different GDS are below. For further questions, please contact your GDS 
Help Desk. Please note that examples are illustrative and the entries apply to any market. 

AMADEUS   
Displaying Rates  

Displaying encrypted rates is possible with Fare Quote. 

Entry:  
FQDNANSYD/AFJ/FF 

Breakdown:  

 FQD  Required field 

 NANSYD  City Pair 

 AFJ  Airline Code  

 FF  Optional command for displaying specific rates  
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Description of the Brand  

Describes the brand to which the rate belongs and shows us the services included and those that could be requested by 
applying a cost or not offered, inserting the entry FQF# – # being the number of the chosen brand. 

Entry:  
FQF1 

Breakdown:  

 FQF  Required command  

 1  Number of the fare line  

 

Itinerary pricing offering all brands 

 Create the reservation with the respective air segments (origin and destination)  

 Display all brands within the booking class with the command pricing FXP  

 Quote preferred brand with the command pricing FXT# – # being the number of the chosen brand 

  

Note:  

The Brand Fare information is also 

returned in any pricing transaction.  

The upsell teaser is an appended line 

that proposes a fare in the next higher 

Brand. 

The difference in the upsell teaser is per 

sector.  

This example shows upsell Lite to Value 

costs FJD25. The cost to upsell both 

segments would be FJD50. 
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Quoting using Upsell entry  

Displays all brands available in the selected itinerary 

Entry:  
FXY 

Breakdown: 

 FXY  Displays the brand options available  

 

Quoting in a specific brand   

Add the option /FF- followed by the specific brand code to be quoted.  

Entry:  
FXP/FF-COM or FXB/FF-COM  

Breakdown: 

 FXP/ Itinerary rate in the same reserved class 

 FXB/ Quote entry, finds the lowest available rate and changes the classes of the reservation (rebook) 

 FF-  Required element for the Fare Families  

 COM Brand code  

 

Note:  

Upsell options are combinable with any 

pricing option and can be performed at 

any time once the flight is booked. 

From the Upsell Panel, select the 

preferred upsell option using the FXU# 

entry 

Example:  

To select Fare 1 enter FXU1 

Note:  

Note the codes and the corresponding 

brands: 

• LIT – LITE  

• VAL – VALUE 

• COM – COMFORT 

• PLU – PLUS  
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Quoting Specifying Brand and Segment   

You may want to quote by combing brands, using specific code and the segment to which you want to apply it.  
 
Entry:  
FXB/FF2-COM/FF3-VAL  

Breakdown: 

 FXB/  Quote entry, finds the lowest available rate & changes the classes of the reservation (rebook) 

 FF2-COM Apply brand “COMFORT” to segment 2 

 FF3-VAL  Apply brand “VALUE” to segment 3 

 

Access Help Pages 

To access help pages for Fare Family entries  
 
Entry:  

HE FARE FAMILY 
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SABRE  
Displaying rates 

Displaying encrypted rates is possible with Fare Quote  

Entry:  
FQNANSYD-FJ 

Breakdown: 

 FQ  Required Field  

 NANSYD City Pair  

 -FJ  Airline Code  
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Rating an Itinerary  

Create the reservations with the respective air segments (Origin and destination)  

You can quote directly from the reservation, with the pricing commands (WP / WPNCB) 

 WP With this entry, Sabre will quote all segments, as reserved  

 WPNCB With this entry, Sabre searches for the cheapest alternative and makes the change to the 
corresponding inventory  
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Quoting in a specific brand 

You can quote directly from the reservation, with the Pricing commands specifying the Brand to be quoted. 

Entry #1: 
WPBRVAL or WPBRVAL¥AFJ 
 
Breakdown: 

 WP: With this entry, Sabre will quote all segments, as reserved 

 BR: Required element 

 VAL: Brand code for Value  

 ¥AFJ: Validate FJ as the carrier 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Note:  

Note the codes and the corresponding brands: 

• LIT – LITE  

• VAL – VALUE 

• COM – COMFORT 

• PLU – PLUS  
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Entry #2:  
WPNCB¥BRLIT 

Breakdown: 

 WPNCB: With this command, Sabre system searches for the cheapest alternative and makes the change to the 
corresponding inventory  

 ¥ : Required Command  

 BR: Required element 

 LIT: Brand code for Lite 

 
Quoting specifying Brand and segment 

You may want to quote by combining Brands, using the specific code and the segment to which you want 
to apply it 

Entry:  
WPS1*BRVAL¥S2*BRCOM 

Breakdown: 

 WP : With this entry, sabre will quote all segments, as reserved  

 S1*BRVAL : Apply Brand “VALUE” to segment 1 

 ¥ : Required Command  

 S2*BRCOM : Apply brand “COMFORT” to segment 2 
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TRAVELPORT 
GALILEO 

Specific quotation 

FQ*:BF01   : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF01 (Lite) 
FQ*:BF02   : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF02 (Value) 
FQ*:BF03   : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF03 (Comfort- Semi Flexible) 
FQ*:BF04   : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF04 (Plus- Fully Flexible) 
Specific quotation by passenger, segment and Branded Fare 

FQ/P1*:BF03  : Quote passengers 1 and all segments with the BF03 (Comfort- Semi Flexible) 
FQ/P2/S1*:BF03.2*:BF04 : Quote passengers 2, segment 1 with the BF03 (Comfort- Semi Flexible) and 

segment 2 with the BF04 (Plus- Fully Flexible) 

WORLDSPAN 

Specific Branded Fare quotation 

BFA    : Quote Branded Fares Rates 
BFA1    : Quote all passengers and segments with the BF1 (Lite) 
BFA2   : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF2 (Value) 
BFA3   : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF3 (Comfort- Semi Flexible) 
BFA4   : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF4 (Plus – Fully Flexible) 
Book specific Branded Fare 

BFAB1   : Book all passengers and segments with the BF1 (Lite) 
BFAB2    : Book all passengers and all segments with the BF2 (Value) 
BFAB3    : Book all passengers and all segments with the BF3 (Comfort – Semi Flexible) 
BFAB4    : Book all passengers and all segments with the BF4 (Plus – Fully Flexible)  
Create Ticketing Cell and Record Specific Branded Fare Rate 

4P*S1:BF1#TR  : Create Ticketing Cell Example BF1 
4P*S1:BF2/2:BF2#TR : Create Ticketing Cell Example by segments, in which segment 1 is BF1 and segment 2 is BF2 
4PQC   : Save rate and copy cell information 

APOLLO 

Specific quotation 

$B*:BF01  : Quote all passengers and segments with the BF1 (Lite) 
$B*:BF02  : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF2 (Value) 
$B*:BF03  : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF3 (Comfort – semi Flexible)  
$B*:BF04  : Quote all passengers and all segments with the BF4 (Plus – Fully Flexible) 
T: $B   : Store rate 
Specific price per passenger, segment and Branded Fare 

$B/N1*:BF03  : Quote passengers 1 and all segments with the BF3 
$B/N2/S1*:BF3+2*:BF4 : Quote passengers 2, segment 1 with the BF3 and segment 2 with the BF4 
T: $B   : Store rate 
Best quote applying specific Branded Fare 

$BB*:BF01   : Quote best rate for all passengers and all segments with the BF1 (Lite) 
$BB*:BF02   : Quote best rate for all passengers and all segments with the BF2 (Value) 
$BB*:BF03   : Quote best rate for all passengers and all segments with the BF3 (Comfort – Semi Flexible) 
$BB*:BF04   : Quote best rate for all passengers and all segments with the BF4 (Plus – Fully Flexible) 
$BB/N1/S1*:BF3+2*:BF4 : Quote best rate for passenger 1, applying BF3 in segment 1 and BF4 in segment 2 
T: $B   : Store rate 
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F.A.Q.s 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
CUSTOMER SPECIFIC ENQUIRIES 

When was branded fares rolled out? 

Branded fares was implemented on the 2nd of March, 2023.  
To view the full fare types and rules please refer to our website on the link below:  
https://www.fijiairways.com/en-fj/fare-types-and-rules 

Pricing an itinerary that involves interline partners 

If you are pricing an interline or codeshare itinerary, you will only be able to price VALUE fares as this is the only option 
available through our interline and codeshare partners.  

Who can I contact for help? 

Please contact tasupport@fijiairways.com for assistance with Branded Fares. 

Where can I direct customers who have questions on branded fares? 

Please direct customers to Customer FAQs on the link below:  
https://www.fijiairways.com/en-au/fly-your-way 

Why Fly Your Way? 

Fiji Airways is introducing a customized product for our economy class customers. Fly Your Way will offer guests the 
option to customise how they travel based on their needs, with four categories or brands offering a range of options. 

How do I identify the New Economy Brand? 

The four brands are Lite (LT), Value (VL), Comfort (CM) and Plus (PL). 
**Please note Lite brand is non-refundable, cannot be changed (use it or lose it) and does not include checked 
baggage. Be sure to fully inform your client of this very important change. 

How do I identify what branded fare is booked from the fare basis? 

Here is an example of a fare basis 
VLTFJUD 
V – RBD 
LT – Branded Fare (LT = Lite, VL = Value, CM = Comfort, PL = Plus)  
FJ – Fiji Airways 
U – Destination Country – (U = USA)  
D – Direct Flight 

If I have a booking that has not been ticketed by March 3rd, what happens to this booking? 

You will need to reprice your booking under the new fare brands 

I purchased my economy class ticket prior to March 3rd. What happens to my ticket? 

Your ticket will be classified under the Value (VL) category. 
To view the full fare types and rules please refer to our website on the link below:  
https://www.fijiairways.com/en-fj/fare-types-and-rules 

Will I have to pay for meals, carry-on luggage and in-flight entertainment under the new fares? 

No. All meals and beverages are included, one piece of carry-on luggage (at 7kgs), and in-flight entertainment are 
provided in all fare categories at no extra cost. 

What happens if I make changes to an economy class ticket bought prior to 3rd March23 the introduction of Fly your 

Way? 

You will be issued a new ticket under the Value (VL) category upon the payment of applicable fees and fare difference. 
To view the full fare types and rules please refer to our website on the link below:  
https://www.fijiairways.com/en-fj/fare-types-and-rules 

  

https://www.fijiairways.com/en-fj/fare-types-and-rules
mailto:tasupport@fijiairways.com
https://www.fijiairways.com/en-au/fly-your-way
https://www.fijiairways.com/en-fj/fare-types-and-rules
https://www.fijiairways.com/en-fj/fare-types-and-rules
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F.A.Q.s 

Can I book a Lite brand one way and a Plus brand on my return? 

Yes. You can choose your preferred fare category as desired however the Terms and Conditions for the specific brands 
will apply. **Please note Lite brand is non-refundable, cannot be changed (use it or lose it) and does not include 
checked baggage. Be sure to fully inform your client of this very important change. 

What booking class do I book to ensure I am booking the correct Fare Brand? 

You can book any or all classes across all brands. 

What booking class do I book domestic AU/USA/Canada to ensure I am booking a fare brand which includes a bag on an 

internal Domestic? E.g. HBA/JQ-MEL/FJ- NAN/FJ-SYD/FJ-HBA/QF 

All add-ons and offline fares are aligned with the Value brand only. 

Does my client get meals, beverages, entertainment on a domestic sector if I book a FJ Branded fare? E.g. QF or JQ. 

Your domestic sector will provide you with what the airline offers. Value Brand and its inclusions are on FJ services only. 

Combining a “Value” with a “Lite” brand to form an itinerary. Does the most restrictive fare rules apply? 

Each Branded fare has its own rules and those rules are applied per sector in accordance to the Branded fare 
purchased. 

Will I receive Clue Cards for my GDS? 

Should you require any technical help, you should call your relevant GDS Help Desks. 

If an agency doesn’t want to sell LITE Fare in their agency, can we omit all LITE fares from their PCC? 

Yes it is possible in the fare filing that FJ can restrict Lite fares for an agency, contact your FJ sales rep with your PCC to 
change. Please note that you will not be competitive against other agencies that offer the Lite Fare option. 

If, at a later stage, another customer of the same agency, specifically wants to buy the LITE fare, Can this agent sell it in 

their GDS? If so, how do they sell it? 

The agent has to decide what brands they want to be able to view if you have decided to no view Lite you will not be 
able to sell Lite fares until we open that back up for you. 

Is there an option to default the Branded Fare to VALUE instead of LITE when using Best Buy/Fare Shopper function? 

Can this be done by IATA or by PCC? How can this happen. E.g. XXX brand only wants to sell Airfare + Baggage Level 

(VALUE) in all their stores? 

FJ can restrict Lite Fares on their PCC’s that was advised, please send through your PCC code to your FJ sales contact. 

Can I amend my travel dates under the new economy class brand? 

Lite:   No changes allowed 
Value:   Yes, with a fee and fare difference if applicable  
Comfort:  Yes, with a fee and fare difference if applicable  
Plus:   Yes, with fare difference if applicable 
**Please note Lite brand is non-refundable, cannot be changed (use it or lose it) and does not include checked 
baggage. Be sure to fully inform your client of this very important change. 

Can I get a refund under my new economy class brand? 

Lite and Value: Non-refundable unless you are entitled to a refund or any other remedy under applicable law 
Comfort: Refundable with a fee  
Plus:  Refundable with no fee 
**Please note Lite brand is non-refundable, cannot be changed (use it or lose it) and does not include checked 
baggage. Be sure to fully inform your client of this very important change. 

Can I upgrade (buy-up) between the different brands? 

Lite:  No changes allowed 
Value:  Yes, with a fee and fare difference 
Comfort: Yes, with a fee and fare difference  
Plus:  Yes, with a fee and fare difference 
***Buy ups are only available up to 24 hours before your flight 
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 F.A.Q.s 

If I bought a Value brand and paid for pre-reserved seating, can I change to a preferred/favourite seat or a seat with 

extra legroom/bulkhead? 

Yes, you may upgrade to preferred or favourite seating by paying the difference in price. 

What if I am flying domestically via Fiji Link? 

Fiji Link is also offering branded fares. 

What will my GDS default to when using best buy/fare shopper function? 

Unless advised to remove Lite from your view, the GDS will default to the Lite branded fare. 

When using interline/SPAs/Add-ons, does the airfare default to any particular Branded Fare? E.g. HBA-MEL-NAN-LAX | 

or | SYD-NAN-LAX-JFK 

Yes, it will default to Value branded fare only. 

Will I be able to purchase ancillary items through my GDS? 

Yes, you can purchase pre-paid baggage, chargeable seats, pre-paid lounge access through your GDS and be issued an 
EMD. 

BAGGAGE 

What is the checked baggage allowance for each category? 

Lite  No checked bag 
Value  1 checked bag at 30kg each  
Comfort  2 checked bags at 30kg each  
Plus  2 checked bags at 30kg each 
***Fiji Link allowance for domestic flights remains at 15kgs. 

What is the checked baggage allowance if I am continuing on to a domestic FJ link flight to the islands and on the same 

ticket? 

If FJ Link sector is on same ticket as an INTL ticket, the INTL baggage rule applies of 30kgs provided the same brand is 
booked throughout. 

Can I purchase excess baggage with my new chosen brands? 

Yes, it is possible to purchase excess baggage at the airport or excess baggage prior. The rates will differ, it is much 
cheaper to prepay your clients’ baggage by selling them a higher branded fare. 

Please note when purchasing excess baggage for Lite fare, the PNR will display 0 piece however there will be an EMD 
issued and attached to the PNR with the prepaid excess baggage details. You must ensure you have purchased for every 
sector required. If you are unable to issue an EMD, your client must opt to pay at the check-in counter. 

Please refer to these links for more information: 
https://www.fijiairways.com/media-centre/new-baggage-policy-2023 
https://www.fijiairways.com/manage/baggage-allowances 

Will I be alerted in the GDS that the fare I’m booking has no baggage allocations? 

At this time, there is no alert when booking any of our fares. 

  

https://www.fijiairways.com/media-centre/new-baggage-policy-2023
https://www.fijiairways.com/manage/baggage-allowances
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F.A.Q.s 

SEATING 

If I am a family of five with kids and have purchased a ticket and seats are not allocated, will we be seated together? 

We will endeavor to seat families together at the airport but this is not guaranteed and is dependent on the availability 

of seats during the check in process. 

 Lite or Value fares - We recommend purchasing pre-selected seats to ensure your family is seated together 

during your flight. Should you choose not to book earlier, we cannot guarantee seat allocation as it will be 

dependent on the availability of seats on the day during the check in process. 

 Comfort or Plus fares – You may pre-select seats to ensure your family is seated together. 

If I have purchased a Lite or Value brand, will I be allowed to purchase pre-reserved seat? 

Yes, you will able to purchase this with our reservations team or via “Manage my Booking” or via your GDS. 

Is it cheaper to purchase a Lite branded fare and purchase seating at a later date? 

No it will not be cheaper. 

What does 'select your favourite seat' mean versus 'standard seat selection' 

Your favourite seat includes exit row, bulkhead and forward seats while standard seats refer to remaining seats in the 
economy cabin. 


